MARCH 2011
THIS MONTH
It’s been an exciting month for the club; our IPMS membership is now well in progress, with the application
form signed and in the post and we have been offered the opportunity of visiting Airfix’s headquarters as part
of our tenth anniversary celebrations. We are also making progress in our recruitment drive, more info of
which can be found within.
This month’s magazine has broken the record for the number of contributors and size at 34 pages! The
number and quality of contributions has provided me the luxury of putting my Sea Vixen build and the
completion of Russell’s Nashorn back into next month. Rather than summarising the contents as usual I will
leave you to discover what lies within, but just thank Paul, Russell, Karol, Pat, Richard, Brian, Dale, Steve and
Carl for their efforts.
Finally congratulations to Richard Stewart on gaining a well deserved Gold in the ship class at the Yeovilton
Show for his USS Hornet and HMS Eskimo.
Tony…

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater
for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 3rd Wednesday of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we often run
workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also attend most
of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just
come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for
details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS
IPMS APPLICATION

At the February meeting the five IPMS members of the club signed our application to affiliate the club with the
IPMS, this was sent off by Paul… we wait with baited breath!
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RECRUITMENT DRIVE
As discussed in our (informal) AGM we are looking at ways increase the club membership this year. Di Metters
(Mark’s wife) has taken this on board with gusto and has arranged for the Romsey & Wellow Gazette, the
Romsey Directory , Hampshire View and The Herald to run editorials about the club.
We contacted the Romsey Arts festival organisers to see if we can participate ( 7th to 17th July) , unfortunately
we have missed their deadline for this year’s event.

TEE SHIRTS
We expect to order club tee shirts in the near future. We are looking for a supplier of a decent quality polo
style shirt emblazoned with the members name and the club emblem. We have a few leads more details soon.

VISIT TO AIRFIX
At our last meeting I mentioned that I had sent a speculative email to Airfix to see if they could provide a
factory tour as part of our 10th Anniversary celebrations. After two weeks without a reply I gave up the idea
only to be bowled over when I received an email from Dale Luckhurst an Airfix Product Manager who said he
was happy to host us, providing we had a decent number of attendees. I have sent out a email to club
members and had a very favourable response. We are still sorting out a date but I expect it to be a weekday in
May. We will arrange transport nearer the time. Depending on the itinerary we may be able to visit another
attraction in the Margate area on the day.

SHOW STAND REVAMP
We are keen to update our show display and have taken the decision to purchase some display stands to add
to height to our table arrangement. We have found a few options on the internet which could do the job , but
if anybody has any further ideas please let us know. We will also purchase some new table cloths ( but for the
life of me I can’t remember what colour we came down on !)

TANGMERE COLD WAR COMPETITION BY PETER LLOYD
The March meeting will feature the judging and prize‐giving for the Tangmere cold war competition. All those
who have entered should bring their entries for judging and photographing. The intention is to collect them up
afterwards for transport to Tangmere, so please bring them in a form so that I can transport them without
damage.
It has been arranged that they will be presented to the museum on Sat. 26 March at which a few words will be
spoken and photos taken. All are welcome to be present, but they would like to know how many so we will
establish that at the meeting. We are aiming to arrive there at 11.00a.m.
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YEOVILTON SPRING MODEL SHOW 19 T H FEBRUARY BY PAUL ADAMS
Romsey Modellers pitched up for its first show of 2011 beside the Corsair for another Spring model show at
RNAS Yeovilton. This event is a popular destination for many a modeller looking for an early plastic fix and with
many new 2011 releases available for the first time, to top up the loft insulation too!

Two views of the Romsey Modellers table…expect to see it look at lot different at the next show!!

We filled the 24ft table space with contributions from Tony, Mark, Steve, Richard, Dale, Keith, Paul and guest
Shane Price from Les Garagiste. Pride of place in the centre of the display was Richard’s newly completed and
competition bound Hornet carrier, resplendent in its perspex case, only to be replaced later by his equally
excellent 1/350th Titanic model. A broad mix of armour, Tony’s proxy aircraft, submarines, figures, a few cars
and a 2 stroke bike display, we provided much variety for show goers to view.
I was saddened to witness the demise of one modeller’s Revell 1/32nd JU88 which met with an unfortunate
end when one hapless show goer pulled it onto the floor with his umbrella strap. Indeed we had a few close
shaves with probing kiddie’s hands on our own table!
The club members are never shy with purchases and several kit boxes were seen mounting up behind the
display during the day. Richard helped his TSR2 fix with yet another one, Mark ventured into WWI aircraft with
a couple of Eduard offerings and Dale grabbed a rare Babylon 5 Starfighter kit for reasonable money. There
were plenty of bargains to be had including Revell’s new 1/32nd Hawk kit for just £16!! Examples were snapped
up early!
As always clubs were keen show off some newly completed models and several examples of Airfix’s new Sea
Vixen were seen about, but also many superbly finished models I hadn’t seen before. Here’s a few that caught
my eye.

B26 Maruader seen on the A1 stand

Brian Boot’s Airfix Vixen was one of many at the show
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A sub in 1/350th seen on a club stand

Unusual and well painted Sci-Fi subject

This won best 1/48th and above aircraft

This 1923 record breaker was in 1/12th

The competition area also provided some excellent models and also some strange judging decisions!! A few
brave members entered the competition, Dale entering his Skyline, Steve a figure and of course Richard his
Hornet. Success eluded both Dale and Steve, but Richard walked off with a well deserved Gold in the Ship
class. Best in Show is decided from class winners and I was sure that Richard would grab the award, but alas it
went to the diorama ‘Timeout’ seen before winning at Poole and Newbury last year.

Richard enjoys the fruits of his labour after receiving his gold award in the ship class from Airfix’s Marketing Manager,
Darrell Burge

Another very enjoyable and busy show.
http://www.fleetairarm.com/en‐GB/event/14.asp
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WOT I DUN THIS MUMF ‐ MARCH 2011 BY STEVE EDWARDS
Hello All.
As predicted last month, I have had a very busy and dare I say successful modelling month. Firstly the Mil 8 Hip
helicopter for Tangmere is finally finished (cue cheering and champagne corks popping), so I can get on with
finishing various models and some new
projects.
The chopper has come out quite reasonably
considering it is the first aircraft model I
have built in some 15 years, and the first
ever airbrushed model I have made. I have
learnt a lot whilst doing it and future
models of a similar genre should be much
improved.
Last month I started the old Airfix
Mayflower kit for a bit of light relief, this did
not take very long to build and has turned
out quite well. Although it is a very simple model to build, it definitely satisfied my two main criteria of being
fun to build and pleasing to look at when finished. I have three more of the series in my stash and will be
saving one for the build a model in a day competition.

I also managed to finish the figure that I started at the Calne painting masterclass weekend, which was the
Andrea Paratroop Major (incorrectly titled Luftwaffe Major by myself last month). This has come out really
well considering its my first white metal figure and the leather effect that I
learnt is very realistic.
I hope to add to my figure collection over the next couple of months but I do
have another project in the pipeline.
As mentioned last month, I have the Airfix 1/24th Mustang to build which I am
looking forward to immensely.
However, as it will be only the second large scale model I have ever built, the
last being nearly forty years ago, I decided to practice on some of the Revell
1/32nd range first. These are quite respectable models at very good prices, I
picked up the Martlet at a show for a tenner, the Hueycobra on ebay for
seven quid, and the JU88 at Modelzone for thirty.
I have started the Martlet, and whilst enjoying the fact that even my bad eyes
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can see what’s going on
and it is far less fiddly
than working in 1/72
scale, you do feel
obliged to add extra
detail. Still, it is only
supposed to be practice
for the Mustang so lets
see how it goes. I did
decide to make a
harness out of paper
and that has come out
ok.
So, lets see if I can keep
on a roll now and get
some more models
finished, at a last count I had nearly a dozen started models to finish.
Keep modelling,
TTFN
Steve

PHOTO FROM FEBRARY’S CLUB MEETING
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KING GEORGE V 1/350 PART (LOST COUNT) BY DALE KOPPI
This month I have been working on my "practice" ship. This is mainly because I am too terrified that I will make
a mistake on the duke of York that I am working on. So as such, I have been testing out my techniques on this
other ship kit.

SO WHAT HAVE I DONE...
Well, I actually started by following the instructions. This involved assembling the main hull, and three deck
pieces. This is after you have painted them first before assembly. I really don’t like painting then assembling as
it is very easy to make a mistake. It also didn’t help that the hull was slightly warped so the three deck pieces
did not fit. The Hull was painted with Hull brown first, then the enamel grey which I had purchased from White
Ensign. I initially had no end of problems with
this paint. After a few days of messing around,
I managed to get a very heavy coat on the
ship. After 3 days, this paint was still tacky to
the touch. After a week it had finally dried
enough to handle. Even now after 2 weeks, if I
leave something on this coat of paint, it will
stick to it after a few hours. Then I masked off
the hull using Tamiya masking tape and cling
film. The semi gloss black line was then
sprayed.
I showed the paint to Paul and after discussing
it with him, he pointed out that I possibly
wasn’t mixing the paint up properly and with
these small enamel tins, I should use
something larger than a cocktail stick, in fact half the width of a lolly stick would do. As I have hundreds of
these kicking around in my cuboard of bits, I gave it a go.
The next time I airbrushed this paint, it went on
without a hitch, in fact I am surprised as to how
smooth this paint dried. So with this development, I
then rapidly got on with the next 5 – 6 steps of the
instructions before I decided I knew better and
would follow my own ideas of how to assemble this
kit. The propellers and their shafts were then
painted using the Mr Hobby Mr Metal Color Brass. I
did this via hand with a very large brush. This paint is
very easy to use. And so, the main hull was
complete.
Next began the superstructures, the main gun turrets and a few other bits. These were all sprayed with the
same admiral white ensign paint without any problems. Next I got carried away again and started putting a
few detail parts on the structures. They are so small no one will notice them (but I know they are there).
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Next I masked up the back section of the ship and sprayed all the tiny air vents that are in the main deck. The
masking took 4 hours to put on, 5 min to spray and 10 min to rip off.

I then started masking up all the structures that will be painted with the second colour of paint. Field blue
which is viewed from directly above. This took its time but will hopefully do the job.
So, in the next week, I intend to have the front half the ships air vents sprayed. The field blue horizontal
surfaces painted and the majority of the structures fitted to the deck.

AND NOW FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT – AN AMERICAN FORD PINTO DIRT TRACK
RACER BY RUSSELL EDEN
Most of you know I tend only to built 1/48 armour or cars covered with manga decals.
After perusing the NET one day I discovered old school American dirt racers.
A little history first ‐ Dirt track racing is a
type of auto racing performed on oval tracks.
It began in the United States before World
War I and became widespread during the
1920s and 30s. Two different types of
racecars predominated—open wheel racers
in the Northeast and West and stock cars in
the South. While open wheel racecars are
purpose‐built racing vehicles, stock cars (also
known as fendered cars) can be either
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purpose‐built racecars or street vehicles that have been modified to varying degrees. The dirt track racer I am
going to build is an open wheeled racer from the ‘70s.

A couple of old school dirt racers for you –
I managed to find a kit I liked from SNC
Hobbies – a re‐issue of an old 70’s AMT
Ford Pinto Modified Racer.
I wasn’t holding up much hope for the kit –
the Challenger Funny car I got for Xmas is
a re‐issue of an old 70s kit and barring the
new decals it’s terrible. So I was pleasantly
surprised by this one. The detailing isn’t
too bad, the wheels and tyres are stunning
and the instructions are quite legible.

The kit was ripe for super detailing as the engine and interior are exposed so I spend a day or so wandering the
net. I got some great decals off EBay and looked into what else to get. I found an American ‐ Fred’s Resin
Workshop ‐ who specialises in this type of kit and got loads of ideas on super detailing my racer. I ordered a set
of batteries and fuel cells from him, along with some fuel parts and a pre wired distributor from SNC Hobbies. I
then ordered a set of brakes from model‐cars.org. That’s the ordering for this month but I did find a fire
extinguisher and some mesh in my spares box.
As I tend to have 4 projects on the go at once these days so in a lax moment I primered the wheels black and
painted them with Mr Hobby flat aluminium. These came up lovely and will look great with the well detailed
tyres.
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With a few bits to play with I started with the brakes. I drilled out the hubs so that they would fit over the axle
– not an easy job as they’re soft lead and the drill kept catching so they needed a little filing to finish. One task
down and numerous to go……
That’s it for this month. It might be a little while until I get back into this kit as my resin halftrack for the St
Georges cross trophy build has arrived and that will be taking up most of my time, as will my recent move and
job change – I now have to work for a living!

KS WORKSHOP KAWASAKI 2007 ZXRR PART 3 BY PAUL ADAMS
This month I got my digit out and pressed on with some tasks that frankly should have been done weeks ago.
Last time I had got the fairing parts ready for paint.
It’s worth talking about the colour for this bike and correcting any misunderstandings some modellers have
about it. Racing Kawasaki’s have always appeared in lime green, which has varied a little over the years, and
the brand is recognised the world over by its corporate colour. The green is rich in colour but also bright,
nearly fluorescent. Tamiya offer a TS Lime Green, which most of the Japanese builders modelling this bike
seem to have used. The model seen on Ks Workshop site looks accurate, but my dealings with TS sprays have
left me in no doubt I didn’t want to use this product. I promptly sold my can of it on eBay, at a profit too! Zero
paints created a TS match for the 2006 machine, using what I think is the road going equivalent of the race
colour, but it uses a pearl effect and is called by Zero; Mica Lime Green. I purchased a bottle of this, but having
seen it on a few 2006 models it’s simply not correct. It’s too dark and features a pearl finish. I have reference
pictures of a 2004
Kawasaki, which I
took first hand the
Goodwood Festival
of Speed a few years
ago, with a distinctly
solid colour and
perhaps not as bright
as I first thought.
Fortunately,
Zero
released a solid
green intended for use on the earlier machines from the mid‐eighties. From the bottle it looks spot on for the
newer bikes too.
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Confident my choice was correct I applied 4 coats of the green. Unhappy with the look I applied another coat
and fixed the lower and upper cowls together and sprayed a blend coat across the join, just to avoid a
mismatch depth of colour. It looked good but
appeared too dark to me, though to add to
the confusion, under a daylight bulb it looked
just fine! Before the Yeovilton Show I was on
the verge of stripping the paint and trying
again, and after speaking with Shane Price
during the show I was sure that was the right
move. I picked up a bottle of Tamiya X‐15
light green, recommended by Shane, but
when I got it home the colour was almost
identical to the Zero green!! I masked off and
paint the lower cowl and a small section
under the seat with Zero Jet black. The green
now looked far more convincing even more so with some clearcoats on. So your choices are Tamiya’s TS Lime
green, or if you prefer to use an airbrush, go for Zero Solid Lime Green. Alernatively, Tamiya’s X‐15 would be
correct too.

The green is on!! Probably a little darker than my reference suggests in this picture, but the shade looks right to
the naked eye. Just needs clear.
I move onto adding the carbon (CF) decals to the frame, front and rear hugger, foot guard and a small part for
the rider’s seat position. Once again choices weren’t made easy. My 2004 Kawasaki pictures show various
finishes employed by the factory, seemingly choosing functionality over aesthetics. Whilst that’s fine of the
real bike, on a model it looks like you’ve run out of one kind and used whatever you have left in the model
box!! References too were found on Pitwalk 2007, which has some outstanding studio photos of the bike,
though it was difficult to determine the correct CF to use.
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You can have any carbon finish as long as it doesn’t match!! Three different carbon types can be seen here on
the 2004 Kawasaki ZXRR.
I plumped for Studio 27 small carbon kevlar decals for the huggers, frame, footguards and used Modellers
carbon twill weave for the seat part inline with references.
My method for applying these decals can be found on
the
club
website
here;
http://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/build‐
articles/civilian‐vehicles/bikes/199aprilia
The exhaust pipe was primed with Halfords grey
plastic primer and given 2 coats of Zero Jet black
basecoat and cleared over with 2K for a glossy finish.
While the clear was still tacky I airbrushed two coats
of Alclad Highly Polished Aluminium (HPA) at two
minute intervals. A dying period of 24 hours was
allowed before masking off some weld seams. I had
plenty of reference pictures to choose a heat stained
finish from, and so I chose one that has a combination
of orange, purple and blue at the hottest outlet end.
The front end was less impressive with just some
greyish discolouration and some blueing around the
welds. The result I was pleased with apart from some
pesky debris which found its way onto the part during
the clearing stage and went unnoticed until the silver
went on. The weld seams were finished off with thin
lines of black enamel to add some shadow effect.
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After clearing the footguard and clockpod area I fitted the engine into the frame and set the exhaust in place
for a test fit and just to motivate myself to continue further.
Moving back to the cowlings, I
polished out the clear, and went
through the paint in a couple of
places (!!) but progressed onto
the kit supplied carbon effect
decals. Little did I know the
problems I was about to
encounter….
I started off with some small
pieces on the tank and seat. The
decals are slightly textured and
therefore thick…and to top it
off, have little adhesive. I
battled with this one small decal
for an hour, using plenty of Microsol and latterly Daco medium solutions to get the edges down and
conformed. The best method seemed to involve excessive heat from the hairdryer and copious amounts of
softener. I managed to get it in place and while teasing out a crease, moved the whole thing and had to start
again. The seat stripe proved less problematic, but was still reluctant to bend and conform to just one single
edge! I then tried the section around the front cowl. The decal was too big (which I didn’t realise until I got it
on) and so this was cut to size while wet…another hour later and it was on. After blagging some Daco strong
solution from Alex Payne I tried the largest decal which covers the underside of the seat. This took 2 ½ hours
to get on with a pleasing result, but I was still left with some small creases. The lower cowl decals were next,
and with some surprise I must admit, the first one went on without issue. The second one around the air vent
proved troublesome, with some small creases that wouldn’t budge. The photo below shows one side
complete....just fours work. This side still has the sponsors logos to add.

The first decal is on...and now we wait..and wait..and wait!! Then we wait some more!!
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Not looking to bad in this picture...but the creases are evident Rats!!
Hopefully you’ll see pictures of the cowlings fully decaled and cleared next month. I certainly hope so!

“A PAIR OF VATI’S”. BY PAT CAMP
WERNER “VATI” MÖLDERS IN 1/32 SCALE.
Werner Mölders was the first German 'Super Ace' of World War II. He
was the first man to surpass Von Richtofen's score of 80 kills and the
first fighter pilot to exceed 100 kills. If you include his victories in the
Spanish Civil War, his total score stands at somewhere around the
115‐117 range, a truly remarkable feat as most of his victories came
against the Western Allies. This was not all without some cost as he
was shot down three times and captured once by the French. It is only
thanks to the fast moving front in 1940 that prevented him from
being taken to England and spending the rest of the war as a prisoner
of war in Canada. As it was impossible to get him to the UK, he was
repatriated following the French capitulation.
[1] Werner Mölders: both figurine
Werner Mölders was the first pilot to reach the almost unimaginable
kits were clearly sculpted from this
number (until that time) of 100 victories. He fought in Spain, France,
photo.
over Britain and on the Eastern Front before dying as a passenger in a
flying accident on the way to Ernst Udet's funeral. His influence and name outlived him in the wartime
Luftwaffe and post‐war Germany.
Werner "Vati" Mölders was born in 1913 and became a role model for all young German fighter pilots.
Mölders’ extraordinary success as a fighter pilot was accomplished despite suffering (particularly in his early
days as a pilot) from dizziness and air sickness which required great willpower to overcome.
Mölders succeeded Galland as commander of JG88 in Spain during the civil war. He came to be the highest
scoring pilot of the Condor Legion with 14 victories. He was a great leader and tactician. His pilots dubbed him
"Vati" (Daddy) in reference to his attitude toward them and his experience. He developed the “finger four”
tactical formation to great effect then and has been adopted by other air forces since that time.
Mölders fought in France and the Battle of Britain. He was shot down and taken POW by the French, but was
repatriated after the fall of France. He was also badly injured in the legs when his 109 was riddled with
shellfire. However, after recovering from this he accounted for 28 British fighters in the BoB. In June of 1941
Mólders – now with 68 victories ‐ transferred with JG 51 to the Eastern front. His tally continued to rack up to
115 and then the high command returned him to Germany where he directed battle groups of Stukas and
fighters.
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Mölders died during the war in an air crash at the age of 29. His passing was mourned by all Germany, such
was the reputation and popularity of this very special pilot.

THE MOLDELBOX FIGURE OF WERNER MÖLDERS....
In last October’s Romsey Modeller magazine I gave an in‐box review of Masterbox’s “Famous Pilots of WWII”
MB3201. One of the figures included in the box is for Werner Mölders. The eight parts fir the figure [2] were
cleaned up and then glued together. I found Micro Liquitape to be useful to “dry fit” the parts to check for any
gaps or misalignment before adding liquid cement to secure everything in place. I kept the head separate for
painting and attached it when the painting was about complete [3].
Some straps were added to his life jacket from lead foil [4].
The figure was given an aerosol coat of Tamiya grey primer.

[2] Kit parts for the Mölder’s
figure.

[3] Head painted separate
from figure. Note pins
inserted for holding during
painting.

[4] Straps for life jacket added
from lead foil.

ULTRACAST FIGURE.
Ultracast’s 54007 Werner Mölders figure is sculpted by Tom Meier and has four parts. These need just a little
cleaning up and trimming to fit. The two arms were glued to the body with Superglue and the head was kept
separate for painting. Pins were inserted for holding during painting, just as for the Masterbox figure.
The figure was given an airbrushed coat of Mr Resin Primer. Then both figures were given a light undercoat of
Humbrol 28 grey and 34 white applied by airbrush[5‐8].
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[5] Masterbox (plastic)

[6] Ultracast (resin)

[7] Masterbox (plastic)

[8] Ultracast (resin)

[5-8] Figures primered and undercoated. There is far more detail in the resin figure and the sculpting is
sharper and deeper. This helped make painting a lot easier.

PAINTING THE FIGURINES.
The top half of each figure was masked with Clingfilm and the trousers airbrushed with a mix of Humbrol 104
and 144 blues lightened with white 34. Once dry, the trousers were shaded with a range of dark grey/blue
tones mixed from Paynes grey, orange, cobalt blue and titanium white oil paints.
[9] Masterbox (plastic)

[10] Ultracast (resin)

[11] Masterbox
(plastic)

[12] Ultracast

(resin)

[9-12] Figures with jacket and trousers painted.
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The jackets were brush undercoated with a mix of Lifecolor UA406 Tropical Tan and Brown Service Shirt.
Medium shade was from an oil mix of burnt sienna and ultramarine blue. A dark brown mix of burnt sienna
and Paynes grey was applied to areas of deep shade. When dry, a glaze of burnt sienna, burnt umber, Paynes
grey (just a touch) with Winsor & Newton Liquin was brushed over the jacket to give it a sheen and unify the
colour. A fine brush dipped in white spirit was used to remove the darker glaze to reveal the light undercoat
beneath where I wanted points of highlight [9‐12].
The lifejacket was painted next. Because yellow is not very opaque, I applied Lifecolor white by brush until all
the blue and brown paint from earlier stages had disappeared. Then a mix of white and yellow acrylic was
applied as a highlight colour followed by shading with oil mixes from cadmium yellow pale, yellow ochre,
ultramarine violet (to tone down the yellow) and titanium white. A darker shade was later added from yellow
ochre pale and ultramarine blue.
The sheepskin jacket collar was painted a pale grey mixed from white, black, burnt umber and yellow ochre oil
paint.
The shirt and cap were undercoated Lifecolor Service Blue 2 + white. Shading was with oils. The medal, ribbon
and cockard on the cap were picked out in oil paint.
The boots were undercoated dark grey and some white was applied where light would reflect (particularly on
the Masterbox figure which has Mölders in leather boots, whereas the Ultracast figure is in flying boots with
suede in‐fills). Once the white had thoroughly dried, the leather of the boots was then glazed with black oil
paint mixed with Liquin.

PAINTING FLESH AREAS.
The flesh areas were undercoated with a 50/50 mix of Humbrol Flesh 61 and
white 34.
Shading was with oils. Chrome orange deep, gold ochre and ultramarine blue
were mixed to a medium‐deep flesh tint. White was added to lighten this and I
found it necessary to add a smidgen of red as I lightened the colour. Burnt
sienna and then burnt umber were added to the medium‐deep mix to obtain
deeper shades.
These shades were then applied to the respective areas and then blended where
they bordered using a fine brush that was wiped free of paint between my
fingers to leave the point sharp [13].
I thought the complexion of my Masterbox figure looked a little too pale when I
had finished, so I gave him a thin glaze of burnt sienna with Linseed oil which
brought a glow to his face.

[13] Shading
completed.

of

face

Werner Mölder’s hair is quite dark. I applied a black/brown oil paint. The paint was drawn onto the skin using a
fine brush to represent the strands of hair. A line of paint was carefully removed near to the cap where the
light would catch and produce a highlight.
The eye sockets were painted pale grey. The pupils are a spot of dark brown paint. The Masterbox figure has a
“pop‐eyed” look that will need some attention to correct later on.
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FINAL CONCLUSIONS.
Both figures turned out okay, but I much prefer the resin one from Ultracast. The sculptor of this figure has
caught the look of Vati Mölders, whereas the Masterbox figure could be any Luftwaffe pilot. There is also quite
a difference in heights (particularly shoulder height) between the two figures [14]

[14] The completed figures side-by-side. Note the difference in size between the two figures of the
same scale and subject.

My next figure article will be a side‐by‐side comparison of white metal, resin and injected plastic figures, so I
will say more about the merits and demerits of each at that time.
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[15...] Detailed views of each figure.
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AN OLD FAVOURITE GOLDEN OLDIE REVISITED AND UPDATED BY CARLTON THURSTON .
Over 50 years ago one of the first plastic models I made up was the Aroura 1/48th scale P‐26A. It was a very
basic model, I have one in my unbuilt model selection still, But it was fun to build. Since that model the P‐26 is
my all time favourite airplane to model. I have 6 in 1/32nd scale and 10 in 1/48th scale all ready assembled
and waiting to be finished.
I came across this model by accident. I bought 4 off of Starfighter‐Decals 1/72nd scale P‐26 decal sheets. He
also produces a resin cockpit set for this model, and in with the decals that he sent to me was a note that he
had one of these kits and that I could have it for $5.00. Faster than you could count it the money for the model
and the cockpit set was in the mail.
As soon as the model was in my hands I was cutting parts from the sprue. About 3 hours later I had the model
all together, including the resin cockpit. The following is a picture record of my build. From beginning to end it
took about 8 hours to complete the model in actual work time. This was spread over 2 weeks.

This is the parts layout of the model. As you can
see it is rather basic, and some of these parts will
be replaced by the resin cockpit

This is the resin cockpit set. Top row left to right, left
sidewall, floorboard, front and rear bulkheads. Bottom
row left to right, right sidewall, instrument panel, control
stick, lower instrument panel, side door, and seat pan

The floorboard with both bulkheads glued in
place

The left sidewall in place, before being painted. Once the
resin pieces are removed from the pour stub they are
used just as you would any other model part, except that
they are glued in place with super glue. Also once I have
everything lined up and in place I use a spring clamp to
hold the piece in place and to make it to conform to the
curve of the fuselage side
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Everything all painted up and ready to glue the
fuselage together

At the 3 hour mark, with everything together

This is after the first coat of paint. I include this
picture for 2 reasons. The first is to show where I
painted a gloss white undercoat for the areas to
be covered by colored decals. Also I want to
show what the front of the cowling looked like
before I removed most of the flat area. If you
look closely at the finished model pictures you
can see the difference. I also stripped off the
white paint and repainted the cowling in Olive
Drab.

I have included these last 2 pictures to illustrate just how
good the Starfighter decals are, In this picture the fin and
rudder are all one decal on each side, and the same goes
for the horizontal tailplanes. ! decal for each top and
bottom surface. 6 decals in all. And they look like they are
painted on. The same goes for the US ARMY decals in the
previous picture. There is absolutely no silvering
anywhere. They look like they are painted on.

This is the last picture. I have included it to show
how I modified the front of the cowling

The hardest part to making the model was the fitting of
the bracing wires.. They had to be cut to very close
lengths, and bent at each end. I lost about 6 to the carpet
monster. It took nearly 2 hours to fit all; 18 of them

Editors note: Carlton has requested and been granted “honouree overseas” membership of Romsey Modellers
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COMPARE THE COMPETITION! BY RICHARD STEWART
Unfortunately in our hobby there tends not to be too many people we find in our working environments that
have the same hobby as us (unless you like football!!). Well when up on a visit to the Automobile Association
National Training Centre up in deepest Nottinghamshire. I met Andy Birch who is a technical trainer there and
to feed his ‘passion’ is a member of the IPMS Barnsley club. He is at present building the same as Tony’s
model, the very much acclaimed Tamiya 1/32 scale Spitfire, As I didn’t have my camera with me at the time I
used my camera phone, so the pictures really do not do the model justice and yes I was too chicken to take it
out of its storage case!

Andy says he built it straight out of the box using Tamiya paints with the aftermarket decal set from Hannants.
So Tony here is some competition on your equally wonderful piece of art (Hopefully the last sentence will
allow inclusion in the magazine!)
Thanks to Andy Birch at IPMS Barnsley for help in compiling this article

Tony – talk about putting the pressure on!
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POLISH SPECIAL FORCES – BY KAROL WICINSKI
Karol has written a number of articles on the Polish Special Forces for this magazine which will be serialised
over the next few issues. To set the scene, Karol gives us a brief history of his country before talking about his
first subject – GROM.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF POLAND THE LAST 100 YEARS
The last 100 years of Poland’s history has been very interesting. Reborn in 1918 after 123 years of domination,
the country was thrown into war with Soviet Union in 1920. After a successful campaign, Poland was
constantly grew during the 20s. Considering the fact that the country had three types of rails, road,
administration, and communication…. It was quite a challenge to put this all together back again.
In September 1939 Poland was invaded by Germany and Soviet Union Poland was occupied for six years. Some
say that even longer, because the Soviet “liberation” in 1945 was not much better.
Communism in Poland was never as bad as that seen everywhere else around the world. As a teenager in
sixties, my Mum watched the landing on the moon live in TV and my Dad saw The Rolling Stones in Warsaw ‐
unthinkable anywhere else in Soviet block. It was not a good time for the country though; stupid ideology, one
party, no right to travel abroad for most, never ending crisis and many, many more things made these six
decades a lost time for most.
Poland became fully independent in 1989. With new strategic goals (UE and NATO membership) it is going
from strength to strength.
The introduction above is necessary to understand character of Polish armed forces and their special units. A
Polish soldier has fought on every front and used every weapon. Give me any modern modelling subject and I
will put it into Polish context.
Today’s special forces have long tradition of fighting. From the mid twenties Polish, resistance army under
occupation, the eastern and western Polish armed forces, the Peoples Army during communism to current
deployments. From Camobodia in the East, to Haiti in the West. Special forces soldiers have shown the highest
morale and best combat skills. My project is a small tribute to all of them.
This project will be done in form of board with each figure representing one of the units. Sometimes it is hard
to choose a typical uniform for the particular unit as they use many different ones. I decided that I will show
variety of uniforms and weaponry used by different units: from total white and black, to mixtures of European
and desert camouflages. Every month I will try to send you some updates on next few figures I do hope you
will enjoy it.
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GRUPA REAGOWANIA OPERACYJNO‐MOBILENGO (GROM – THUNDER) 1990‐
The Polish equivalent of the SAS,
formed at the beginning of the
90s. and trained by the SFOD‐D.
From its earliest days the unit
was scored highly by its allies.
Able to execute any special
operations; bodyguarding of
American and UN officials in
Haiti, hunting for war criminals
in the former Yugoslavia, fighting
Taliban in Afghan caves or
assaulting petrol installations in
first hour of the invasion of Iraq
in 2003; GROM operators always
showed bravery and highest skill.
For few years GROM officially
was called a formation. The list of equipment and armoury available to the unit is lengthy; unmanned
aeroplanes, many types of vehicles, motorbikes, boats and weapons essential for their job. Even between
NATO special units, GROM is known a being one of the best equipped.
It has not been decided yet whether GROM is organised as independent special operations squadrons or
independent units within Special Operations Command..
The figure depicts an operator during the offensive in Iraq in 2003. He is wearing Polish early desert
camouflage (almost white) and a Gore‐Tex jacket, combinations of both often can be seen on pictures from
this period. I was trying to duplicate the Polish camouflage and show its repeated pattern every 30 cm. The
operator is wearing an American bullet‐proof vest, this is normal practice as GROM closely works with
USSOCOM.
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ST GEORGE’S COMPETITION ENTRY BY RUSSELL EDEN
With this year being the bi‐annual St George’s Cross trophy (all things English) I was looking for something
challenging and interesting. Cars were definitely out, so it was going to be 1/48 armour. Tamiya don’t do
anything too exciting or challenging in their 1/48 range so it was going to have to be resin. Wespe were
discounted for not being that good and Bandai were to hard to come by being last manufactured in the 1970’s
( it took me 2 years to get hold of their German 8 wheeled armoured car). That left me with one option – Kengi
, I found him on www.track48.com. Ken used to make models for the film industry and from various photos of
his kits I was very impressed with his 48th scale work.

WHAT TO BUILD THOUGH?
After scanning his list and some books I found the ideal vehicle – a M8 halftrack gun carriage. These halftracks
were fitted with a 75mm gun and used as tank hunters to begin with and then artillery later in the war as the
weren’t very well armoured for hunting tanks. The King’s Dragoon Guards of the British Army used quite a few
in the Italian campaign.

Now for a scene, as most of my armour are on small bases a nice vignette needed to be thought of to give it
some character. After scanning Der Sockel Shop online for something completely different I discovered a set of
decals with ‘having a brew up’ as their theme – something the English are renown for. Originally these bits of
art were found on a Scammel and a Sherman in the desert campaign in Africa but why couldn’t they be used
on another vehicle I thought? The crews would have probably been transferred to Italy after the surrender of
the Afrika Korps.
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I found the perfect crew from Dartmoor, a couple of armoured crew having
a cuppa, although in winter outfits not summer – this doesn’t matter too
much as the winter of 1943/44 was one of the coldest and wettest on record
for Italy so with a bit of artistic license the scene is set.
The kit was ordered just before Xmas and arrived at the end of Jan. Time was
marching on and I was slightly apprehensive as I’ve never done a full resin kit
(queue much maniacal laughter by Paul Adams). I was hoping for lots of
advice in our morning model sessions at work but due to me finally getting a
new job and moving to London he has yet to see it let alone give me advice,
so I was on my own.
First impressions
1.
2.
3.
4.

How many bits? Three bags stuffed full of bits
The level of detail is stunning.
How big are the instructions? About 30pages of A4 with lots of
photos of the build‐up.
How much clean –up? Tons of flash and injecting points to remove –
eek!!

Notice the sheets of flash around the small parts.
After carefully reading the instruction book and having a small heart attack at the depth of involvement , I’m
used to 5 pages max and a couple more for the etch – not a tome like this. I decided to start cleaning the parts
up. This took about 6 hours off and on over a week or so – there was only so much I could do before getting
bored and wandering off.
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With as much clean up done as I could be bothered to before getting twitchy I assembled my first parts. I
bought some brush‐on superglue for this and it’s worked well so far as it dries slower than the normal stuff so
you have a couple of sections to get the part in position before it dries.
Closely following the instructions I assembled the chassis, this was where I had my first problem. The chassis
was very thinly cast at one point and needed to be filled with my trusty black Loctite – it works great as a filler
but is very hard and takes ages to rub down once dry. This led me to the second problem ‐ Ken had included 2
leaf springs of the same side – not mirrored , this meant a bit of bogging already – I’d only just started too. Not
a good start.
I decided to follow the instructions as best as I could – this meant gluing the wheels on at this early stage – not
something I would normally do as they’re easier to paint separately . Oh well, I didn’t design it. If I did I would
have used a lot less bits. With the front axle assembled I got it in place with a bit of trimming on the drive shaft
– odd I thought, and left it at that. More on that later.
I then assembled the rear drive chain and came across another problem – I was missing the linkage for one
side of the rear idler wheels. I’m not sure if it was missing to begin with or it got binned whilst tidying away as
there was a lot flash to dispose of but it was missing. Not a great start to my project. I carried on regardless as
it will be very hard to see it when on the base anyway.

Can you spot the missing part?

Notice the filler.
Next was the rest of the rear drive system – the drive and idle wheels. The drive wheels were 3 parts – inner,
outer and sprocket in the middle – these took a lot of clean up but went together ok. The rear idler wheels are
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similar but missing the sprocket. The front ones mount to the rear diff and the rears mount to resin tubes on
the rear of the chassis all this took a lot of careful lining up whilst praying the superglue didn’t dry too fast.
Lastly for this instalment ‐ the tracks. These are quite flexible and you have to glue them in place a small
section at a time – this is where your find out if anything is mounted crooked and sure enough mine aren’t
exactly straight. Ho hum.
Onto the rear compartment next ‐ Let’s hope that goes better.

REQUEST CORNER
If you need some advice on a modelling subject or want to put out a notice to readers just let me know.
First up is Steve Edward who is searching for some yellow number decals, He needs two zeros and nines about
5mm tall. If you can help out let me know at info@romseymodellers.co.uk
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MEMO TO: ‐ STEVE EDWARDS BY BRIAN SAMPSON
RE: ANTONOV AN.2 COLT‐ MEMO 2
Dear Steve with reference to my last memo you should take
delivery of the Antonov An‐2 on March 16th.
The engine is back from the workshop having had a good clean
and a new ignition ring and push rods fitted.
The wing
assembly
should be
complete
within the
next few
days followed by the rigging. Meanwhile a new set of
wheels for the undercarriage has been obtained I didn’t
ask where from, only that the oil drums are not ours.
The wing
struts
posed a
problem as they didn’t fit? Our chippy came to the rescue and
saved the day by as he put it “I added a few bits here and
there” Well enough said at least they will not fall off. The paint
is still to be touched up and the rigging fitted and we should be
almost complete.
Sunday the engine is back from the workshop and will be
mounted with the cowling and the propeller in position by
tonight
We
had
another
management discussion
during the following week
and a decision was made
to age the old girl a little
so we tried a few washes
and put her out in the
field just beyond the
hanger to get the right
effect (we hope)
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In field weathering

So we started here :

and ended here :

We hope you like it
regards
Brian.
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CLUB DIARY
March 16th

Tangmere
Competition

April 20th

Club Night

May 18

War

March 26th

Tangmere presentation

April 2nd

Newmod 2011 (IPMS Newbury Show)

th

Poole Vikings Show

nd

Hendon Show

April 16

th

St Georges Competition

May 22

th

Club Night

June 4th

June 15
July 20

Cold

th

Tamiya Competition

August 17th

Club Night

September 21st

Club Night

October 19th

Club Night

September 4th
September 17
TBA

th

Annual Competition

st

Xmas Night

November 16
December 21

Salisbury Show

th

Build a Model in a Day
Farnborough Show
Yeovilton Autumn Show

Next Meeting: Wednesday March 16th (8pm to 10pm)
Ampfield Village Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Paul Adams
Russell Eden
Dale Koppi
Pat Camp
Karol Wicinski

Richard Stewart
Tony Adams
Steve Edwards
Brian Sampson
Carl Thurston

CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Editor
Competitions
Treasurer

Tony Adams
Paul Adams
Steve Edwards

Tel: 01794 519153 email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
Tel: 02380 398858
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